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YOUR PURCHASES, PUBLISHED IN REAL TIME FOR ALL TO SEE
RETAIL
We’ve seen the social shopping trend manifested in various forms in recent years, including TeethYou, the
Chinese site we covered back in 2007 that let shopping fans show oﬀ their favourite purchases. Adding to
that concept a heady splash of so-called nowism is Blippy, a Twitter-like eﬀ ort that lets users automatically
publish their shopping transactions in real time for all the world to see. Launched to the public just last week,
California-based Blippy bills itself as “a fun and easy way to see and discuss the things people are buying.”
Friends can select to follow each other, meaning that they’ll see a constantly updated feed of those people’s
purchases. Followers can both comment on and “like” transactions as they move through the stream. Each
user decides which purchase categories they’d like to share; they can choose to automatically share
purchases at vendors like iTunes, Amazon, Netﬂix and Blockbuster, for example, or they can publish all those
made through a particular credit card, debit card or bank account. They can also deliberately keep more
private transactions to a “non-Blippy” account. There are obviously privacy considerations associated with
using Blippy, though the site says it performs “super-human feats” to protect its users’ data. The potential
beneﬁts, however, are intriguing. In addition to paving the way for aﬃliate fees through the vendors that get
mentioned in its stream, Blippy also stands to increase transparency by facilitating reviews and comparisons.
To wit: “Imagine being able to tell if you’re getting ripped oﬀ with what you’re paying for a gym membership
or on your Comcast bill when compared to what your friends are spending on the same things,” as
TechCrunch points out. An API is also reportedly in the works, promising even more transparency in the
future. In the meantime, one to watch! (Related: Cheap & simple credit card processing for everyone.)
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